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We continue to strongly object as follows :

I have been informed that Rail Central are requesting a delay to the examination of their application 
due to ‘ Flaws ‘ identified in their 
traffic management proposals around junction 15a.

In addition to my previous concerns , this latest problem is just a further sign of the shambolic approach
adopted by the developers ,in which the whole project has not been thought out in an effective manner,
and
their location proposal is not appropriate.

The shear size and complexity of the scheme is well beyond the capacity of the land available between
2 villages chosen. In addition to a multitude of other factors ,the traffic chaos just hasn’t been thought
through.
There are daily hold ups on the adjacent A45  & A43 & the small road between the villages of Milton
Malsor & Blisworth
has already become a ‘rat run ‘ 

We have had to put on hold a number of projects we were planning at our Property, since we were first
informed of this monterous
proposal way back in Jan 2016. We back directly onto the proposed warehousing and feel pressure not
to carry out
any further works in fear of the warehouse development.

Over 3 years have now gone by since we were originally informed. We feel like our lives have been put
on hold &
is putting additional strain on us.

A further delay does nothing to alleviate this , and as such we strongly object to the extension of the
application & 
indeed , continue to strongly object to the entire development.

Regards

David Harvey




